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A week of
Orthopedics Patients
Last week was a busy
orthopedic week at
the clinic. I love an
orthopedic challenge
and as a young
veterinarian I would
have loved to have
studied and specialized
in orthopedic surgery.
Steve and I went to
the UK early on in
our careers and Steve
studied Ophthalmology.
I didn’t think seriously
about doing a surgical
residency back then
as Steve and I were
desperate to get home
to our two dogs, Chief
and Tobias. Thinking
back it would have been
valuable for our Practice,
considering how fast we
have grown and how many surgical cases
we see. I know my limitations and often
we need to refer these cases to orthopedic
specialists for the best outcome, as long as
our client can financially afford this option.
First up was Pluto, an adorable 5 month
old grey
tabby who
suddenly
came
home lame

Pluto
on his right hind leg. No injuries, bruising or
swellings were noted, although his stifle felt
odd. Pluto was given an anti inflammatory
injection and sent home on room rest. He
returned a few days later having shown no
improvement so I radiographed his pelvis
and right hind leg. What I saw took me by
surprise. Pluto had
completely fractured
his patella (knee cap)
in half! I tried to splint
the leg but cheeky
little Pluto got that
off in no time. He
was cage rested for
1 week and then
rexrayed. As you
can see the gap has
widened between
Baghera
the patella fragments.
Currently Im seeking
advice from a referral surgeon as to what is
the best approach for little Pluto.
Baxter is the cutest, calmest 6 month
old Beagle who presented to me initially
4 weeks ago just sore and stiff in his
hindquarters. He had leapt out of the car
and yelped and cowered, as if he had

pain somewhere. On
examination his left
hind leg had limited
movement. Baxter was
otherwise well, had been
fed a premium puppy
kibble but I was slightly
worried that Baxter may
have a degree of hip
dysplasia. When Baxter
was neutered I xrayed
his hips. I noticed a left
sided femoral neck stress
fracture. We have strictly
rested Baxter and the
rexray taken one month
later showed the fracture
was slowly healing. Luckily
this will come right with
time, premium nutrition
and taking it easy on the
Baxter
exercise front.
Baghera, a 6 year old
black DSH, was bought in by the SPCA
one weekend after being found on the
road, unable to move. Luckily he was
microchipped so we found his very worried
owner that day. He came in very cold, in
shock and not able to stand at all. We
immediately placed Baghera on intravenous
fluid, warmed him up with hotties and a
heating pad, administered pain relief and
xrayed his hindquarters. He had suffered 2
pelvic fractures – an acetabular fracture to
the left hip and a sacroiliac
fracture to the right side.
Both these prevented him
from standing, therefore
he couldn’t use his litter
tray. He was hospitalized
for a few days to make sure
he had bladder function
and to stabilize his
condition. All the surgical
options were discussed ( one being referral)
with his loving owner and it was decided
that we do surgery at the clinic, performed
by Dr Steve Heap. So far Baghera is home,
mobilizing, tioleting and doing well. Thank
goodness for microchips!
As you can see we often need to consult the
specialists for the best
option and outcome
for our patients. We
have digital xray so
can easily email the
images to the referral
veterinarian and
we will often get a
report back in a few
days. Steve and I are
in the early stages
of building a large
new addition that
will join our existing Practice ( we are just
waiting for council consents). We are very
excited as this will allow us to offer more
services to our clients and to employ more
vets with specialized skills in particular areas,
and a specialized soft tissue and orthopedic
surgeon will be on that list.
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